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Presentation
Posture and Eye Contact 

Stands up straight, looks relaxed and confident. Establishes eye contact with everyone in the room during the presentation. 
Stands up straight and establishes eye contact with everyone in the room during the presentation. 
Sometimes stands up straight and establishes eye contact. 

Slouches and/or does not look at people during the presentation
Did not present material.

Vocals: Clarity and Speed

Speaks clearly, distinctly, and at a reasonable pace all of the time. 
Speaks clearly, distinctly, and at a reasonable pace most of the time. 
Speaks clearly, distinctly, and at a reasonable pace some of the time
Often mumbles, can not be understood, or speaks too quickly.


Volume
Volume is loud enough to be heard by all audience members throughout the presentation. 
Volume is loud enough to be heard by all audience members most of the time. 
Volume is loud enough to be heard by all audience members some of the time. 
Volume often too soft to be heard by all audience members. 


Visual aid
Student uses aid well throughout the presentation.
Student uses aid throughout the presentation.
Student uses aid sometimes throughout the presentation
Visual aid isn't used or barely used in presenting information


Preparation
Student is completely prepared and has obviously rehearsed. 
Student seems prepared but  needs some more rehearsal time. 
The student is somewhat prepared, but it is clear that rehearsal was not adequate. 
Student does not seem at all prepared to present.

Video
Required Elements
Includes all required elements as well as additional information.
All required elements are included.
All but 1 of the required elements are included.
Several required elements were missing.
Video not completed or passed in.

Videography - Clarity 
Video did not shake and the focus was excellent throughout. 
Video did not shake and the focus was excellent for the majority of the video. 
Video had a little shaking, but the focus was excellent throughout . 
Problems with shaking AND focus


Videography- Interest 
Many different "takes", camera angles, sound effects, and/or careful of use of zoom provided variety in the video. 
Several (3-4) different "takes", camera angles, sound effects, and/or careful of use of zoom provided variety in the video. 
One or two different "takes", camera angles, sound effects, and/or careful of use of zoom provided variety in the video. 
Little attempt was made to provide variety in the video


Acting & Speaking 
Acting and speaking was excellent and sold the career. 
Acting and speaking was good and may sell the career. 
Acting and speaking needed improvement and may sell the career. 
Acting and speaking did not sell the career. 


Advertising 
After viewing this video I would definitely explore this career. 
After viewing this video I would strongly consider exploring this career. 
After viewing this video, I would consider exploring this career. 
After viewing this video, I would not consider this career. 


Costumes and Props
Costumes and props were effectively used to enhance video.
Costumes and props were used in the video.
A few costumes or props were used in the video.
No costumes or props were used.


Bibliography
Contains more than 2 sources; accurately documented in the desired format
Contains 2 sources; bibliography is written in proper form
Contains 1 source; bibliography is written in proper form
No bibliography included; or bibliography is not written in proper form.



